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Given the central role of carbon in the chemistry of life, it is a fundamental question as to
how carbon is supplied to the Earth, in what form and when. We provide an accounting of
carbon found in solar system bodies, and in particular a comparison between the organic
content of meteorites and that in identiﬁed organics in the dense interstellar medium
(ISM). Based on this accounting, identiﬁed organics created by the chemistry of star
formation could contain at most 15% of the organic carbon content in primitive
meteorites and signiﬁcantly less for cometary organics, which represent the putative
contributors to starting materials for the Earth. In the ISM 30% of the elemental
carbon exists as CO, either in gaseous form or in ices, with a typical abundance of
104 (relative to H2). Recent observations of the TW Hya disk ﬁnd that the gas phase
abundance of CO is reduced by an order of magnitude compared to this value. We
explore an explanation for this observation whereby the volatile CO is destroyed via gas
phase processes, providing an additional source of carbon for organic material to be
incorporated into planetesimals and cometesimals. This chemical processing
mechanism requires warm grains (>20 K), partially ionized gas, and suﬃciently small
(agrain < 10mm) grains, i.e. a larger total grain surface area, such that freeze-out is
eﬃcient. Under these conditions, static (non-turbulent) chemical models predict that a
large fraction of the carbon nominally sequestered in CO can be the source of carbon
for a wide variety of organics that are present as ice coatings on the surfaces of warm
pre-planetesimal dust grains.1 Introduction
The birth of terrestrial worlds involves the accumulation of material over a
potentially wide range of distances in the young pre-planetary solar nebula disk
(e.g.Morbidelli et al.1 and references therein). Our general expectation is thus that
Earth formed from material both interior to and beyond its location ataUniversity of Michigan, Department of Astronomy, 500 Church St., Ann Arbor, MI 48109, USA. E-mail:
ebergin@umich.edu; Fax: +1 734 763 6317; Tel: +1 734 615 8720
bCalifornia Institute of Technology, Division of Geological & Planetary Sciences, MS 150-21, Pasadena, CA
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View Article Online1 Astronomical Unit from the Sun. This is important as prevailing theories argue
that, due to the hot temperatures of pre-planetary materials, the Earth formed dry
with little water. For that reason, the Earth is thought to have received water from
hydrated rocks (asteroids) and perhaps icy planetesimals that exist beyond the so-
called solar nebula disk† snow line; although alternative theories exist (see
summary presented by van Dishoeck et al.2).
We aim to explore some of the chemical/physical mechanisms associated
with a potentially related topic: how the Earth received its carbon. Here we will
draw upon previous works3,4 to discuss the “carbon problem” that outlines the
likelihood that the Earth (using meteoritic material as a proxy) is carbon-poor
relative to the carbon available at its birth. Two additional key facets are
notable:
1. Most carbon in the solar nebular disk was in volatile form. In the interstellar
medium carbon monoxide accounts for 30% of elemental carbon. Thus it is
reasonable to assume that a large fraction of the volatile carbon in a disk resides
in gaseous or solid state CO.
2. Most meteoritic and much of cometary carbon is in organic form as
opposed to volatile CO, CO2, or even CH3OH. In this regard, meteorites repre-
sent a likely source of carbon, and other volatiles such as water, to the young
Earth.1,5,6
In this contribution we explore potential connections between volatile CO and
organic/molecular ices that might contribute to pre-planetary rocks. This explo-
ration is motivated by a recent indirect measurement of the CO abundance in a
nearby disk,7 showing that CO is not a signicant reservoir (<10%) of elemental
carbon in layers where CO is expected to be in the gaseous phase (i.e. not a result
of CO freeze-out). Thus carbon is somehow processed from volatile CO and
potentially into the form of pre-meteoritic organics. Favre et al.7 hypothesized that
one mechanism for this to occur is via the X-ray ionization of He in the surface
layers of the disk. The resulting He+ atoms can react with gaseous CO and
gradually extract the carbon, which can then be processed via disk chemistry into
more complex, and less volatile forms, that can locally freeze onto the surface of
cold dust grains. This process was rst noted in an earlier Faraday discussion by
Aikawa et al.8Here we present newmodels that directly illustrate this eﬀect and its
key dependencies on sources of disk ionization and the surface area of small
grains.
In §2 we will outline the carbon problem in the context of the composition of
bodies in the solar system and interstellar medium. We also explore the ques-
tion of how much of the organic carbon in solar system bodies might have
originated in the interstellar medium. We will also summarize and expand upon
the result of Favre et al.7 to support the inference that chemical processing of
volatile CO appears to be active. In §3 we will present new results from a
chemical model that explores the time dependence of CO chemical processing
in the context of a realistic disk model, and in §4 we will summarize the
implications for the overall chemical evolution of carbon within pre-planetary
materials.† In this contribution we will refer to the disk of material out of which our planetary system was formed
as the solar nebula disk and other extra-solar disk systems as protoplanetary disks.
62 | Faraday Discuss., 2014, 168, 61–79 This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
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View Article Online2 Carbon in the solar system, ISM, and
protoplanetary disks
2.1 Carbon in the solar system and the interstellar medium
Fig. 1 illustrates the dramatic diﬀerences in the amount of elemental carbon
relative to silicon incorporated into planets, comets, and asteroids represented by
meteorites. Exploring the relative amounts of carbon, we see that icy bodies
(i.e. comets) contain an abundance of carbon in the form of ices and dust
(perhaps amorphous carbon) comparable to that seen in the Sun. In contrast, the
Earth's mantle has many orders of magnitude less carbon (relative to Si) than was
available during formation as represented by the Sun or the diﬀuse ISM. The
Earth's mantle is predominantly comprised of silicate minerals with a total
carbon content of 1023 g.9 This is a tiny fraction of the Earth's mass (0.002%),
but we lack knowledge regarding the carbon content in the Earth's core. Thus
while the mantle is clearly carbon-poor relative to the elemental carbon available
at birth, we cannot make denitive statements regarding the bulk Earth. Mete-
orites, in particular undiﬀerentiated carbonaceous chondrites (class CI), have
long been posited as tracers of the starting materials of the Earth and these rocks
have an order of magnitude depletion of carbon relative to the amount available
at formation.
The severe depletions of C suggest that carbonmust have been present in fairly
volatile forms in the solar nebula disk. One suggestion is that Earth's carbon was
supplied from meteoritic organics.5,6 We present a new perspective on this issue
through the analysis of the most complete spectral observations (in terms ofFig. 1 Plot of total elemental carbon abundance in various solar system bodies
(Sun; comets Hale-Bopp and Halley; 4 chondritic meteorites, classes CI, CV, CM, CO;
Earth mantle); and the interstellar medium relative to elemental silicon. Figure adapted
from Lee et al.3 and Pontoppidan et al.4 and references for abundance estimates are given
in those publications. The abundances of dense ISM organics is taken fromCrockett et al.10
and compiled for the ﬁrst time here.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014 Faraday Discuss., 2014, 168, 61–79 | 63
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View Article Onlinespectral coverage) of the star-forming molecular gas inventory in the Herschel
spectrum of Orion KL.10 This region is the nearest example of massive star
formation (an environment analogous to that in which the Sun was thought to
have formed).11 The unique Orion spectrum is the rst example in which we can
examine a near complete chemical census (to observational sensitivity limits) in
the highest temperature gas in which we know the ices have been fully evapo-
rated. Since organics are theorized to form on the surfaces of dust as ices, we are
therefore tracing the composition of simple organics provided (as ice) to the
formation of stellar and planetary systems.
For this comparison we have summed up the carbon abundances in detected
organics to provide a total organic carbon abundance relative to hydrogen, and
normalized these to the silicon abundance from present day cosmic abundance
estimates.12 Orion KL abundances were calculated from the column densities
estimated by matching emission from numerous transitions and normalization
to the total gas (H2) column using over 7 transitions of C
18O and also C17O (taken
from Plume et al.13); thus these abundances are very robust. The errors are
dominated by the beam couplings between the detected organic and the Herschel
beam (which we derived from the ALMA science verication data of Orion) and
are likely below 25%. For this comparison we have summed up the carbon
abundances in detected organics to provide a total organic carbon abundance
relative to hydrogen and normalized these to the silicon abundance from present
day cosmic abundance estimates,12 assuming all silicon resides in dust grains.
Exploring the most abundant, detected, and identied organics in space, we
nd that the chemistry associated with stellar birth might have created up to
15% of the organics that could be placed into meteorites. Carbon in comets is
found primarily in the dust with a ratio of 2 : 1 between dust : ice,14 at least in
comet Halley, which has in situ measurements. Furthermore, about 50% of the
refractory carbon is found in complex organic form,14 which means that the
amount of carbon contained in organic (refractory) form is T5 times that of CI
chondrites and signicantly higher than the identied ISM organic molecules.
Now this accounting is based solely on identied organic molecules and one star-
forming region. However, it is also the most complete accounting of the extent of
interstellar chemistry to date, and it suggests that the chemistry occurring prior to
stellar birth, both in the gas and ice, cannot account for the organic material in
the solar system record. We are therefore “missing” carbon, which is a signicant
astrobiological question, if one considers that astronomically we wish to char-
acterize the starting materials. Instead the carbon found in solar system rocks
resides in PAHs to some type of carbonaceous grains, which may originate
primarily in the interstellar medium. However, there might also be subsequent
processing in the disk environment which could rearrange major carbon carriers
and in particular, extract carbon from volatiles and place it into diﬀerent forms,
which will be addressed in the following section.2.2 Volatile carbon abundance in the TW Hya protoplanetary disk
In general, the determination of chemical abundances in protoplanetary disks is
inherently uncertain. This is mainly due to the diﬃculty of measuring the
molecular hydrogen content of the disk, i.e. the total gas mass. Because H2 does
not emit at the temperatures characteristic of much of the disk, we are forced to64 | Faraday Discuss., 2014, 168, 61–79 This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
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View Article Onlineuse calibrated proxies, which oen have large uncertainties; see discussion in
Bergin et al.15 and Williams and Cieza.16 For TW Hya, the closest planet-forming
disk at 51 pc,17 the determination of chemical abundances is more directly
enabled via the detection of the fundamental transition of HD at 112 mm by
Bergin et al.15 In the case of HD, the HD/H2 ratio is well characterized to be 3.0 
0.2  105 by Linsky.18 With rotational energy spacings better matched to the gas
temperature and a weak dipole, the emission of HD J ¼ 1–0 is in local thermo-
dynamic equilibrium (LTE) and can readily be converted to a gas mass. However,
while HD co-exists with H2, the HD J ¼ 1–0 transition has a DE10 ¼ 128.5 K, and
as a direct result, this transition does not emit appreciably at temperatures below
20 K. The total estimation of the H2 disk-mass thus requires knowledge of the gas
thermal structure.15,19 However, for the determination of the volatile CO abun-
dance this weakness becomes a strength, as gaseous CO is believed to freeze onto
grains at temperatures below 20 K, and thus the emission from both species
directly traces the same warm gas.
Thus Favre et al.7 used the ratio of optically thin C18O emission to that of HD in
TWHya (with isotopic ratios) to provide a measure of the CO abundance in the so-
called warm molecular layer.20 The estimated CO abundance is(105, an order
of magnitude below the expected value in the ISM; a level that has been conrmed
by an independent analysis.21 Favre et al.7 discussed a variety of potential pitfalls
and theories to explain this low abundance. We explore two of these here:
diﬀerences in the self-shielding between HD and C18O, and chemical processing.
In the former case HD and C18O are both capable of self-shielding from the
destructive eﬀects of ultraviolet photons (including the eﬀects of mutual shield-
ing via H2 and CO). If HD reaches full shielding at a layer signicantly above that
of C18O then the abundance measurement would be a lower limit as HD would
trace more mass than C18O. To explore this question, in Fig. 2 we show the self-
shielding factor f for each molecule, as a function of the total H2 column, usingFig. 2 Self-shielding factors for HD and C18O as a function of the molecular hydrogen
column density. Density structure taken from a cut in the disk physical model, presented in
§3.2, at 20 AU.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014 Faraday Discuss., 2014, 168, 61–79 | 65
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View Article Onlinethe self-shielding expressions provided by Wolcott-Green and Haiman22 for HD
and Visser et al.23 for C18O, and a disk vertical density prole at R ¼ 20 AU
(see model details below). This demonstrates that HD does indeed self-shield
prior to C18O (at N(H2)1021 cm2 and 1022 cm2, respectively). However, while
this diﬀerence in self-shielding column exists, the total column density of gas at R
¼ 20 AU is N(H2) ¼ 7  1024 cm2 and is above 20 K at all heights. Thus the mass
contained in this layer where the diﬀerential self shielding occurs constitutes a
negligible fraction of the mass (<1%) and cannot account for the order of
magnitude decit in CO abundance relative to interstellar.
The age of TW Hya has some uncertainty, but is believed to be in the range of
3–10 Myr,24,25 which is older than typical T Tauri disk systems.16 Within this time
frame it is possible that there might be disk chemical processing that extracts
carbon from volatile CO and places it into molecular material of lower volatility
that may contribute to organics incorporated into cometesimals and planetesi-
mals. In the following sections we will outline a potential theoretical mechanism
that will operate in any disk system that is exposed to a source of radiation
capable of ionizing helium, in this instance, either X-rays or cosmic rays.
3 Evolution of the volatile carbon reservoir
3.1 Potential CO reprocessing mechanism
A simple mechanism to extract carbon from CO relies on the fact that in dense
(n > 105 cm3) and cold (T < 50 K) gas the timescales for molecules to collide with
dust grains are short, t < 105 yrs.26–28 In this case the chemistry becomes domi-
nated by gas phase freeze-out as molecules are adsorbed on grain surfaces. This
eﬀect is well documented in disk systems. In the solar nebula disk, the presence
of volatile CO in solar system comets clearly shows that pre-cometary ices con-
tained highly volatile species.29 In extra-solar disks the formation of pre-plane-
tesimal ices is inferred due to the low abundances of various molecules measured
in disks compared to their interstellar medium abundances30–32 and in some cases
via direct observations.33,34
The disk surface is directly exposed to stellar UV and X-ray radiation producing
sharp radial and vertical thermal gradients.35,36 This leads to vertical chemical
stratication into roughly three domains: (1) the photon-dominated surface
where molecules are photodissociated, (2) a “warm molecular layer” where dust
temperatures are warm enough (Td > 20 K) for CO and other species with
similar volatility to be present in UV-shielded gas, (3) the dense (n[ 105cm3)
cold (T # 20 K) midplane where molecules are frozen as ices.20,37 The “warm
molecular layer”20 should be distinguished from the snow line,38 which typically
refers to the radial abundance gradient in the midplane with the snow line
located at the sublimation front.
For CO the warm molecular layer exists when the dust temperature is >20 K;
however there are a host of more complex carbon-bearing molecules that remain
frozen on grain surfaces.39,40 In this layer, if CO2 remains frozen, the elemental
C/O ratio will be close to unity because water remains as ice for temperatures
below 100–150 K (depending upon pressure)41 and the carbon and oxygen
resides primarily in CO. If there is a source of radiation capable of ionizing helium
atoms then the following sequence of reactions will extract small amounts of
carbon in ionized atomic form (below z is the ionization rate in s1):66 | Faraday Discuss., 2014, 168, 61–79 This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
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View Article OnlineHe + z/ He+ + e (1)
He+ + CO/ C+ + O + He. (2)
Much of this free carbon reforms as CO in the gas, but a fraction can follow a
variety of gas-phase or surface pathways to make less volatile ices such as CO2,
hydrocarbons, or CH3OH. In this fashion the grains operate as a sink to the
carbon chemistry as they trap any volatile that has a sublimation temperature
below the temperature of the dust grains. Over time the CO abundance might
become eroded, a facet noted and discussed by Aikawa et al.42 and elucidated
further below.3.2 Chemical model
To explore this theory and its dependencies more directly we have used the
chemical models of Fogel et al.43 and Cleeves et al.44 Briey these models adopt
realistic disk physical structures (gas density and temperature, dust temperature,
dust properties) motivated by resolved disk observations and the overall spectral
energy distribution.16 We adopt the observed UV eld of TW Hya45 and X-ray46
radiation elds for T Tauri systems and use a Monte-Carlo radiation transfer code
to solve for the position and wavelength dependent UV and X-ray radiation eld
within the disk. The model X-ray ux has a total luminosity of LXR ¼ 1029.5 erg s1
between 0.1–10 keV with absorption/scattering cross-sections taken from Bethell
and Bergin.47 This code directly includes the propagation of Ly a photons via H-
atom resonant scattering and dust absorption/scattering;48 Ly a radiation domi-
nates the stellar UV emission generated by magnetospheric accretion.45,49 More
directly, the adopted physical model is the same as used by Cleeves et al.50 and the
reader is referred to that publication for greater detail.
With the physical structure dened we then use a detailed chemical network51
including gas grain interactions (freeze-out, sublimation, cosmic ray induced
desorption, photodesorption) to solve for the time dependence of predicted
chemical abundances. A limited amount of grain surface reactions were included
that create H2, H2O, OH, CH4, CO2, H2CO, and CH3OH ice. Thus we have (roughly)
included pathways for the hydrogenation of O, C, and CO on grain surfaces. This
surface chemistry is quite limited compared to the wide variety of potential
pathways,52,53 but allows for an exploration of what might happen to the carbon
chemistry. We note that in this regard the end point of the carbon surface
chemistry is CH3OH and its ice abundance is thus an upper limit. The detailed
physical structure is given in Fig. 3.
The ionization energy of He is 24.59 eV, which requires either X-ray or cosmic
ray ionization. X-ray ionization dominates the deep disk surface below the UV
photon penetration depth and also signicantly contributes to the ionization of
the midplane in the inner tens of AU. Cosmic rays are required to ionize the
midplane in the outer (R > 50 AU) disk.50,54 Cleeves et al.50 explored the question of
cosmic ray attenuation in the T Tauri system as cosmic ray penetration can be
limited by the stellar magnetic eld, stellar winds, and disk winds. They predict
that the cosmic ray ionization rate within disk systems is likely severely reduced
compared to the rate in the general interstellar medium. In this light, since we are
using the same model with identical radiation elds, we have adopted theirThis journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014 Faraday Discuss., 2014, 168, 61–79 | 67
Fig. 3 Physical parameters of the adopted disk model (and Figure) taken from Cleeves
et al.50 In panel (a) we provide the gas density, (b) the dust density, (c) dust temperature, (d)
gas temperature. All parameters are shown as a function of disk radial and vertical position.
In panels (e) and (f) we show the derived UV and X-ray photon ﬂux from our simulations.
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View Article Onlineionization structure and explored two models assuming the disk is exposed to the
interstellar cosmic ray radiation eld and an attenuated model commensurate
with cosmic ray modulation comparable to the Sun at solar maximum. An addi-
tional factor is the time scale for molecular freeze-out onto grain surfaces as the
gas-phase processing of CO only occurs when the grains act as sinks to molecules
created in the gas. The freeze-out timescale is sfo ¼ ngrsgrn, where ngr is the space
density of grains, sgr is the cross-section, and v is the velocity of the gaseous
atoms. ngrsgr is set by the distribution of grain sizes. The standard grain size
distribution in the interstellar medium follows a power-law of dn(a)/da f a3.5,
where a is the grain radius.55 This is the starting point for disk simulations.
Assuming a lower cutoﬀ of 20 A˚, ngrsgr x 2  1021n cm1, as listed by Hollen-
bach et al.,28 the freeze-out timescale, sfo, is:
sfo ¼ 5 103yrs

105 cm3
n

20 K
T
1
2 ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
A
p
(3)
where A is the molecule mass in atomic mass units. In our simulations we will
adopt this standard value and a secondmodel that assumes grain growth from 0.1
mm to 10 mm which increases the freeze-out timescale by a factor of 1000.3.3 Results
3.3.1 He ionization rate. In Fig. 4 we show the predicted ionization rate of He
atoms using the standard physical model provided in Fig. 3. The two panels show
the ionization rate of He assuming the disk is exposed to the standard interstellar
cosmic ray radiation eld and one that is attenuated due to magnetized stellar
winds. In both cases the disk surface is dominated by X-ray radiation, but the
X-ray dominated regime is signicantly larger in the case of attenuated cosmic
rays. The major diﬀerence lies in the midplane. In the model with cosmic rays
attenuated by a magnetized stellar wind, radionuclides dominate the ionization
of the midplane providing a oor to the ionization rate, which is8 1019 s1 at68 | Faraday Discuss., 2014, 168, 61–79 This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
Fig. 4 Ionization rate for He atoms as a function of position in the standard disk model.
Two models are shown. Both models include X-ray ionization and radionuclides as
described in § 3.2. In panel (a) the model is exposed to the standard interstellar cosmic ray
ﬁeld and in panel (b) the cosmic ray ﬁeld is reduced as consistent with the attenuation seen
in our solar system at the maximum sunspot cycle. In this case, the “ﬂoor” to the ionization
is provided by radionuclides at the initial abundances determined for the solar nebula disk.
In each plot diagonal lines denote where the ionization is dominated by X-rays, vertical
lines by cosmic rays, and yellow dots dominated by radionuclide decay.
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View Article Onlinethe midplane at R ¼ 50 AU. We have assumed solar nebula disk abundances for
the radioactive agents, which include 26Al, 36Cl and 60Fe decay.56,57 For a discus-
sion regarding the likelihood that disk systems contain radionuclide ionization
see Cleeves et al.57 and Jura et al.58
A key facet is that as a noble gas, helium is expected to remain in the gas-phase,
and, as long as a source of ionization exists, then He+ will be present in the system.
In equilibrium, and in the warmmolecular layer where water is frozen as ice, the He+
abundance can be determined by the balance between its ionization rate and
destruction with CO and H2. The neutralizing reaction with H2 has a rate of k1¼ 7.2
 1015 cm3 s1 (H2+ product channel) and k2¼ 3.7 1014e(35 K/T) cm3 s1 (H+ + H
product channel),59 and kCO¼ 1.6 109 cm3 s1 is the rate for the reaction between
He+ and CO.60 In the following we will sum both channels for the reaction between
H+ with H2 (kH2 ¼ k1 + k2) and assume a temperature of 30 K. Thus in equilibrium,
nHe+(xCOnH2kCO+nH2kH2) ¼ zHexHenH2
where xCO and xHe ¼ 0.28 are the CO and helium abundances respectively, both
relative to H2. Solving for nHe+ we nd,
nHe+ ¼ 0.28zHe/(xCOkCO+kH2).
The timescale for gas phase CO destruction is then sCO ¼ 1/nHe+kCO. A typical
ionization rate in the deep surface, where X-ray ionization dominates and the dust
temperature is 30 K, is 1015 s1 to 1016 s1 (see Fig. 4). Thus the timescale
for CO destruction via reaction with He+ is 104–106 yrs, depending on zHe+ and
on whether the CO abundance is 104 (relative to H2) or signicantly lower, at
which point neutralization with H2 dominates.
3.3.2 Evolution of CO abundance. In Fig. 5 we provide the time dependence
of the CO abundance structure in our standard disk model exposed to an unat-
tenuated interstellar cosmic ray radiation eld. The top panel shows a disk whereThis journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014 Faraday Discuss., 2014, 168, 61–79 | 69
Fig. 5 Chemical abundance of CO (relative to H2) as a function of position in the disk at
selected times. Top panels are for the standard model with interstellar (0.1mm) grains and
the bottom panels assume grain growth to 10mm size.
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View Article Onlinethe grain size distribution is similar to the interstellar medium and the bottom
panel, a disk that has undergone signicant grain evolution. Focusing rst at
10 kyr, the warm molecular layer is seen as the large radial band of “normal” CO
abundance (104) on the surface. In the outer disk (R > 50 AU) signicant abun-
dance structure is predicted with two areas of CO depletion. First is the midplane
(Z ¼ 0) where CO is frozen on grains with a snow line, or sublimation front, near
50 AU in this model. The second zone of CO depletion is the radial band seen in
the middle of the warm molecular layer. This region is where the reaction with
He+ and subsequent gas phase chemical processing is active. This exists in the
middle of the warm molecular layer and is due to the rapid He+ reaction time-
scales as the result of X-ray ionization. At later evolutionary steps this zone
expands both radially and vertically leading to signicant CO depletion in the
original warmmolecular layer. Note that the CO gas phase depletion seen near the
midplane also expands at later times. This is not a result of greater freeze-out but
rather it is gas-phase processing of CO; the lower ionization rates provided by
scattered X-rays or cosmic rays lead to longer He+ reaction timescales.
Protoplanetary disks undergo signicant grain evolution.16,61 Thus the bottom
panels illustrate how this mechanism depends on the evolution of grain surface
area with grain growth. For larger grain sizes (10 mm) the chemical processing
mechanism becomes ineﬃcient in destroying CO, with only minor diﬀerences
seen at 3 Myr compared to earlier times in the same model. In both cases, the
mechanism at work begins with carbon extraction from CO, initially giving C+. C+
is presumed to remain in the gaseous phase and not freeze-out due to the
expectation that grains are negatively charged, which will result in recombination
and gas phase ejection of the neutralized product.62 The C+ ion is reactive and can
gradually nd its way into a variety of carbon bearing molecular ions. The
molecular ions will more rapidly dissociatively recombine with free electrons or
on negatively charged grain surfaces to make a neutral molecule. The carbon-70 | Faraday Discuss., 2014, 168, 61–79 This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
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View Article Onlinebearing neutral molecule can deplete onto grain surfaces, provided the grain
temperature is below its respective sublimation temperature. However, if grain
collision timescales are long, the gas-phase chemistry has suﬃcient time to
approach equilibrium which ultimately places the carbon back into CO.
Two points are notable here. It is possible that CO chemical processing is only
active at earlier stages prior to signicant grain growth, and as grains grow this
mechanism becomes less eﬀective. Along the same lines, the layer near the
midplane where CO ice is frozen on grains is substantially reduced in the grain
growth model, due to the decrease in the total grain surface area and a subse-
quent increase in the time-scale for freeze out. The ice-dominated layer will be
underestimated in this model, which does not include full time-dependent grain
evolution, because grains will tend to trap ices as they grow. In essence, whenever
the smaller ice coated grains coagulate and grow to larger sizes it is expected that
they maintain the pre-existing ice coatings. An additional eﬀect is the expected
stratication in the grain size distribution with grains growing to larger sizes in
the midplane and smaller grains loed to greater heights due to coupling to gas
motions.63 For instance, it is well known that small grains do exist on the surfaces
of protoplanetary disks as scattering requires the presence of grains with smaller
sizes, while the presence of larger grains is inferred via detection of centimeter-
wave continuum excess emission.64 Thus the layers where CO chemical process-
ing is active may vary in eﬀectiveness depending on the available surface area of
dust grains for gas phase depletion.
3.3.3 Possible carbon reservoirs in disk surface. In the preceding section we
illustrated the diminishment of the CO gas phase abundance in gas exposed to
ionization and a high total grain surface area. The carbon extracted from CO via
this mechanism is placed on grains in a variety of forms depending on the local
physical environment. In Fig. 6 we illustrate the eﬀects of this process in a vertical
cut of abundances at 10 AU, in the giant planet-forming zone taken at a timescale
of 1 Myr. In this plot we refer to abundances as percentages of volatile carbon.
Thus even an abundance of 102 is high (106, relative to H2) by astronomical
detection standards for gaseous molecules which are as low as 1011 in the dense
ISM and perhaps somewhat higher in smaller disk systems. Fig. 6a presents the
model with the disk exposed to an unattenuated cosmic ray radiation eld with
0.1mm grains. In this panel the vertical surface layer where this process is active is
clearly seen as a drop in the CO abundance near Z¼ 1.1 AU. Deeper in the disk, in
the midplane, a similar depletion of gas phase CO is predicted. At both points
(Z ¼ 1.1 AU and the midplane) there is a rise in the abundance of CO2, CH3OH,
HC3N, C3, and C4H2 ice.
The production of these species proceeds through a strict gas phase process.
The destruction of CO via He+ atoms creates C+ ions. It has been known for some
time that chemical models, starting with carbon in C+ within H2 dominated gas,
predict that, prior to the reformation of CO, the chemistry produces a host of
complex molecular species.65,66 If the dust temperature is below the sublimation
temperature for a given complex species then it will freeze onto the grain. In this
instance the disk densities are suﬃciently high (n > 108 cm3) that the radiative
association reaction between C+ and H2, creating CH2
+, dominates along with a
contribution of recombination on negatively charged grains. One potential
competitor to this process is the reaction between C+ and H2O, which provides an
indirect channel to CO via HCO+. However, in these layers the dust grainThis journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014 Faraday Discuss., 2014, 168, 61–79 | 71
Fig. 6 Plot illustrating dominant volatile carbon carriers in either the gas phase or on the
grain surface. Plot is taken from the standard model at 1 Myr at a radius of 10 AU.
Abundances relative to the total amount of volatile carbon (i.e. the initial CO abundance)
are shown as a function of disk vertical height. All the colors are the same across the
panels. Panel (a) unattenuated cosmic ray radiation ﬁeld and 0.1 mm grains; (b) model with
wind-attenuated cosmic rays and 0.1 mmgrains; (c) unattenuated cosmic ray radiation ﬁeld
and 10 mm grains; (d) model with wind attenuated cosmic rays and 10 mm grains. Arrows
indicate trends.
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View Article Onlinetemperature is well below that required for water sublimation (>100–150 K,
depending on pressure).41 Instead a tenuous layer of water vapor is predicted to
exist deeper inside the exposed disk surface induced by UV photodesorption, e.g.
Dominik et al.67 and Hollenbach et al.28 In our model shown in Fig. 6a, C+
destruction with H2 is two orders of magnitude more eﬀective than the reaction
with photodesorbed water. Here we have assumed a photodesorption yield of
103, motivated through the laboratory work by O¨berg et al.68 A signicantly
higher yield would be required for this reaction to become important, which is
inconsistent with existing water observations.32,69 However, inside the water
sublimation front this mechanism must therefore become ineﬃcient.
One beneciary of this gas phase process is CH3OH which we use as an
example of the end products. When CO is destroyed, gas phase formation of
H2CO leads to a production of H3CO
+ via a reaction with abundant HCO+. H3CO
+
then reacts with CH4 to form CH3OCH4
+, which recombines with electrons in the
gas or on grains to create gas phase CH3OH, which freezes onto grains. Similar
sets of ion-molecule reactions lead to the other abundant ices.
In Fig. 6b model results are presented assuming a reduced ionization rate by
cosmic rays and a large surface area of grains. At the surface the presence of
strong X-ray ionization powers CO destruction and the creation of a similar suite
of carbon-bearing molecules. In the midplane the reduced level of ionization,
which is now powered by scattered high energy X-rays, leads to less CO destruc-
tion and factors of a few less complex ice production. However, we note that the
process is still active and longer timescales will lead to activation. Exploring72 | Faraday Discuss., 2014, 168, 61–79 This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
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View Article Onlinemodels with reduced grain surface area (Fig. 6c, d) we see that the eﬀectiveness of
this mechanism is signicantly reduced, at least when viewed from the
perspective of the CO abundance. The reduction in the eﬀectiveness of gas
phase CO processing is due to longer freeze-out timescales allowing for signi-
cant CO re-formation to occur. Regardless, processing still occurs at reduced
levels providing astronomically signicant amounts of a variety of complex
species.
In Fig. 7 the primary volatile carbon carriers are shown at 1 Myr for each of our
four models as a function of disk radial and vertical position. In the model with
the highest ionization and largest grain surface area (Fig. 7a), the general
chemical structure on the surface of the disk for carbon species is seen for the
outer disk: C+ / CO. In the midplane CO is frozen on grains but above the
midplane CO chemical processing leads primarily to the creation of CO2 ice. This
can occur via two pathways. In the gas a portion of the oxygen freed by CO
destruction can react with H3
+ ultimately leading (2/3 of the time) to the
production of OH. Existing gas phase CO will react with the hydroxyl producing
CO2, which can freeze onto a grain surface. An alternate route exists on grain
surfaces in layers where CO is allowed to freeze onto grains in moderate amounts,
at which point free OH on grain surfaces reacts with a small (80 K) energy barrier,
directly making CO2 ice. These are very localized on top of the regions where COFig. 7 Plot illustrating dominant volatile carbon carrier at each R, Z position in the gridded
disk model. In this instance the dominant volatile carbon carrier contains over 50% of the
carbon that initially resided in CO (and sometimes is CO). All the colors are the same across
the panels. All panels present the standard model at 1 Myr. Panel (a) unattenuated cosmic
ray radiation ﬁeld and 0.1 mm grains; (b) model with wind-attenuated cosmic rays and 0.1
mm grains; (c) unattenuated cosmic ray radiation ﬁeld and 10 mm grains; (d) model with
wind attenuated cosmic rays and 10 mm grains. Arrows indicate trends. Underneath each
panel the vertically averaged gas phase CO abundance above 20 K is shown as a function
of radius for each respective model.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014 Faraday Discuss., 2014, 168, 61–79 | 73
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View Article Onlinecan be frozen onto grains and contributes at some level to the abundance of
CH3OH as well.
Similar results are seen for the model with a reduced cosmic ray ionization
rate, but interstellar grain surface area (panel b). In this model the active radio-
nuclides provide a oor for the ionization rate still allowing for CO chemical
processing throughout the disk. One notable diﬀerence is seen in the midplane
inside of the nominal CO sublimation front (near 70 AU) where CO sublimation
and the presence of ionization leads to CO destruction and creation of CO2 ice. In
the model with reduced ionization this eﬀect is not observed, at least within the
rst 1 Myr. The volatile CO abundance in the warm layers above the nominal
freeze-out temperature of 20 K is substantially reduced in models with a high
ionization rate. If the ionization rate is reduced, the CO processing mechanism is
more eﬀective in the outer disk than the inner disk. This is generally due to a
lower equilibrium ion abundance at higher densities (i.e. more frequent recom-
bination), thus leading to the ineﬀectiveness of midplane CO destruction in the
inner 70 AU.
In models with lower grain surface area (Fig. 7c, d) the eﬀectiveness of CO
chemical processing is signicantly reduced. Beyond the midplane snow line the
disk has the anticipated chemical structure for volatile carbon C+/ CO/ COgr.
If the disk is directly exposed to interstellar cosmic rays there is some processing,
which is more eﬀective in the inner disk where freeze-out is relatively more eﬃ-
cient due to higher gas densities. This is most directly seen in the vertically
averaged CO abundance in panel (c), where the CO abundance decreases to a
minimum at 30 AU and then increases as the rising dust temperature reduces the
number of available sinks on grain surface (i.e. complex molecules begin to
evaporate). Thus the second part of the mechanism for the sequestration of
carbon on grain surfaces is hampered. Finally in the model with low disk ioni-
zation and grain surface area, little change is seen in the CO abundance.
In all models the dust temperature is what sets the specic carbon sink, as the
chemistry tends to move towards the most abundant molecule the gas-phase
chemistry can produce that will locally freeze-out. Thus in the inner tens of AU a
diversity of carbon carriers are predicted, e.g. HC3N, C4H2, HC5N, and C6H2. We
stress that these predictions regarding the specic carbon carrier are highly
uncertain as our model includes an incomplete surface chemistry. Moreover there
exist large uncertainties in the gas–grain interaction, as diﬀerent binding energies
for the various carbon carriers would change model predictions. One intriguing
facet is the general tendency of theoretical binding energies to be successively
higher for larger molecules,52 a facet that is broadly reproduced in lab experi-
ments.40,70 This is consistent with the changing nature of the model predictions
for the species that are the carbon-endpoints of this process. In summary, when
provided a source of ionization, across a range of dust temperatures, a variety of
potential carbon-sinks for chemistry can readily be created.4 Implications for carbon incorporation into
planetesimals and planets
In this contribution we have explored the potential for chemistry in the planet-
forming disk to alter chemical abundances inherited from the interstellar74 | Faraday Discuss., 2014, 168, 61–79 This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
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View Article Onlinemedium. In this case we refer to carbon monoxide, which forms in the gas long
before stellar birth and is provided by collapse to the young protoplanetary disk.
The chemical processing mechanism requires grains to be warm (>20 K), partially
ionized, and a total grain surface area per hydrogen above that of 1/1000 of the
value in the interstellar medium (i.e. ngrsgr/n x 2  1024 cm1). If these
conditions are met then the timescales for CO chemical destruction are short
enough and there is suﬃcient ionization in the gas for ion-molecule reactions to
slowly create a host of gas phase molecules with less volatility than CO that freeze
onto grain surfaces. For the most part this mechanism can extract carbon from
CO within the disk surface layers, but can also be active in the disk midplane,
inside the CO snow line. Beyond the CO snow line any carbon locked as CO ice
will remain unaltered, thus cometary CO is preserved. A true disk is signicantly
more complex than explored in the static models presented here, as both the
solids and the gaseous components can undergo systemic (advection) and semi-
random (turbulent) motions. In the case of the small grains with sizes 0.1mm,
they are coupled to the gas and via turbulence can migrate radially and verti-
cally,71 while intermediate size grains (cm to m-sizes) will undergo inward radial
dri due to diﬀerential rotation speeds compared to the gaseous disk.72 Thus
there is substantial dynamical evolution which we have not explored. This will
inuence the eﬀectiveness of gas phase chemical processing of CO in both
directions. Finally there is the likelihood of the signicant radial redistribution of
materials as giant planets form, interact with the gaseous disk, leading to inward
and outward movement depending on the timescales of gas dissipation. Thus the
ultimate composition of planetary materials may be comprised of material that
originated at a variety of distances, e.g. Walsh et al.73
Observationally there is now evidence of below ISMCO abundance in the warm
(T > 20 K) gas in one system, a result that we have shown is not due to diﬀerences
in the self-shielding of HD and C18O. Similar eﬀects need to be corroborated in
other systems before concluding that this is a generic result of disk chemical
evolution. However, molecular ions, and stellar X-rays, are readily detected in disk
systems conrming the presence of sources of ionization.37,74 In the disk, helium
atoms will be in the vapor state; thus He+ ions are present to react with CO on
short timescales given the high densities. The only question is how eﬀective
grains are at providing a sink. In this light there are a number of additional
chemical eﬀects that are unexplored in our models that could lead to increased
chemical complexity of the molecules species created from volatile carbon.
Beyond CH3OH, we have not fully explored the potential for grain surface
chemistry itself to lead to the creation of more complex organics with stronger
bonds to the grain surface. In warmer regions with T 20–30 K, grain surfaces are
more conducive to a larger number of grain surface reaction pathways as heavier
radicals become free to move and scan the surface.75 Moreover, laboratory
experiments of interstellar-analog molecular ices (e.g. H2O, CH3OH, CO) show
that exposure to high levels of UV ux fosters the formation of a wide array of very
complex organics similar to those found in meteorites.76,77 In addition Ciesla and
Sandford71 demonstrated that the dynamical motions of 1.0 mm grains leads to
the likelihood that the surface ices are subject to repeated exposure to UV photons
at levels similar to the laboratory experiments. Thus the volatile carbon nominally
locked in CO could readily be a source of the organic matter seen in meteoritic
bodies.This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014 Faraday Discuss., 2014, 168, 61–79 | 75
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View Article OnlineIt is important to note that the question of carbon incorporated into terrestrial
worlds is complex as it depends on the source terms (carbon-rich rocks or icy
comets) and on whether the supplied carbon remains near the surface of the
forming planet or is sequestered deeper into its core. Our exploration of the fate of
volatile carbon and its possible relation to the beginnings of organics in mete-
orites or comets is only one potential piece of this puzzle. We have not discussed
the fate of solid state or refractory carbon, such as amorphous carbon grains or
PAHs which is another important aspect to consider.3,78,79 Looking forward, with
the Atacama Large Millimeter Array in operation, there will be more data to
compare to models to directly explore the fate of molecules formed in the dense
interstellar medium. Thus, the results presented here are the beginnings of our
more direct exploration of the origins of material to be supplied to forming
planets.
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